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The month of May will see the first of the renewed LAL User Group
meetings. These meetings were immensely popular in years past, and
this first one has completely filled to capacity. The meeting is free to
the attendees, with a particular company hosting the event (thank you
Cheryl Moser for arranging this, and Merck for your generosity). These
meetings are different from the Bacterial Endotoxin Summit put on as a
yearly training event by PMF, which is much more
of a workshop and offers CEU. We are exDon’t miss the
tremely excited about this meeting, and wish
PMF
Validation
the LAL User’s Group success in arranging
Workshop
these in other locations around the country.
This month’s newsletter has two interesting articles.
Tim Sandle and Kerry Skinner build upon an article by TC Soli to evaluate different recovery conditions for water testing in a pharmaceutical
environment. Their article provides practical guidance for this type of
investigation, as well as providing some excellent pointers on how to
analyze the data from
such a study.
Important Links:
Information on the PMFList at
In the second article of
http://www.microbiol.org/pmflist.htm
this newsletter Bruce
Bradley and colleagues
Past Issues of the PMF Newsletter at
from Microbial-Vac prehttp://www.microbiologyforum.org/news.htm
sent data on a new technology with promise for
surface sampling. Their
article, in addition to describing the technology, also provides a useful
review of the challenges to surface sampling and methods for determining sampling efficiency.

Finally, Gary Jackoway takes issue with statements made in an earlier
issue about the capabilities of specific microbial identification methods.
Be sure to check out the upcoming
PMF Conferences and Workshops

Scott Sutton

scott.sutton@microbiol.org
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A Practical Example Arising from the Harmonization of the Microbial
Enumeration Method for Water
Tim Sandle and Kerry Skinner, Bio Products
Laboratory, UK
Introduction
In his article ‘Harmonizing a Microbial Enumeration Method for Water’ (PMF Newsletter, Vol. 14,
No.1), T.C. Soli makes a number of interesting observations, particularly those which relate to the
validation of a water system against a range of
agars, incubation temperatures and times.
Research conducted by the authors at a pharmaceutical company located in the south-east of England
examined a demineralised water system (an ambient water system that circulates around the processing areas and is drawn from a number of user points
in the factory) for the Heterotrophic Plate Count.
The demineralised water was intended to produce
microbial counts within the limit for purified water,
although the water quality was not chemically identical to purified water. The evaluation followed
some of the best practices recommended by Soli
and may prove of interest to readers. Whilst the results may well not be applicable to other pharmaceutical manufacturers, for each water system is
unique, the approach taken may provide a basis for
similar studies to be conducted by microbiologists
within their own facilities.
Methodology
From the start of the study the assumption was
made that the membrane filtration method was superior to the pour plate or spread plate method
given the large volume of sample which is examined. The examination was undertaken using the
Milliflex-100TM system manufactured by Millipore.
This is an integrated filtration system, which uses
pre-loaded agar cassettes, and where a water sample
is passed through a 0.45-µm filter. The funnel units
are polyethylene and the filters mixed cellulose ester membranes. The system uses pre-filled cassettes
containing culture media. The Milliflex-100TM units

are disposable and the Milliflex-100TM vacuum filtration
system can be easily sanitised.
One hundred samples of cold demineralised water were
tested against three different culture media: Tryptone
soya agar (TSA, equivalent to soya-bean digest casein
medium), Plate count agar (PCA) and Reasoner’s 2A
agar (R2A agar) were performed using the Milliflex-100
test system.
(Continued on page 3)
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The incubation times and temperatures were developed
through a validation matrix approach which considered
various permutations. In short, based on a literature review, the two nutrient rich culture media were incubated at a higher temperature and the lower nutrient
medium at a lower temperature. It is recognised that
several other time and temperature combinations could
have been considered.

(Continued from page 4)

The formula for the different culture media was:
TSA
Tryptone
Soya peptone
Sodium chloride
Agar
pH

gm/litre
15.0
5.0
5.0
15.0
7.3+/- 0.2

PCA
Tryptone
Yeast extract
Glucose
Agar
pH

5.0
2.5
1.0
9.0
7.0+/-0.2

R2A
Yeast extract
Tryptone
Peptone
Dextrose
Starch
Di-potassium phosphate
Magnesium sulphate
Sodium pyrovate
Agar

0.5
0.25
0.75
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.024
0.3
0.3

pH

7.2 +/-0.2

After the completion of the incubation time the samples
were read against an angle-poise lamp. Any counts
were recorded for all samples were expressed as colony
forming units per 100 mililitres (cfu / 100 ml).
Results
The data was examined using Student’s t-test for significance. In summary the data produced the following
outcomes.
(Continued on page 4)

The test involved the membrane filtration of 100 mL
quantities of cold demineralised water. The Milliflex-100
TM
filters were rinsed with a diluent (Ringer’s solution).
The filters were then transferred onto agar cassettes. The
agar cassettes were read at different time intervals depending upon the culture media used.
This design is summarised below where the √ symbol indicates that the test was undertaken and the X symbol indicates that it was not.
Culture
Medium
TSA
Incubated
at 30-35oC
PCA
Incubated
at 30-35oC
R2A
Incubated
at 20-25oC

3 days

Incubation Time
5 days 7 days 14 days

√

√

X

X

√

√

X

X

X

X

√

√
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Firstly, the two different incubation times for the culture media were examined:
Test

Result

TSA 3 days compared to 5 days for test incubation time

There was a significant difference. 5 days gave
higher counts.

PCA 3 days compared to 5 days for test incubation time

There was a significant difference. 5 days gave
higher counts.

R2A 7 days compared to 14 days for test incubation time

No significant difference.

Secondly, the different culture media were compared:
Result

Test
TSA 5 days compared to R2A 7 days

There was a significant difference with R2A giving
higher counts.
No significant difference

PCA 5 days compared to R2A 7 days

Discussion
This study has examined one hundred samples of
cold demineralised water from a range of different
outlets from the circulating water system. The
study examined the recommended culture media
from the United States Pharmacopoeia (PCA), the
recommended medium from European Pharmacopoeia (R2A) for purified water and a nutrient rich
medium, TSA, which was for most of the 1990s
the recommended culture medium in the European
Pharmacopoeia.

Accugenix Inc is the world leader in contract identification and characterization of microorganisms. With laboratory that is FDA registered and cGMP compliant, our
customers have access to:
√
√

The study demonstrated that, for incubation time:
TSA: three days and five day incubation were
statistically different, in that the longer
incubation time gave higher counts;
PCA: three days and five day incubation were
statistically different, in that the longer
incubation time gave higher counts;
R2A: the seven day and fourteen day incubation times were equivalent.
This was shown through tests for significance.
(Continued on page 5)
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Based on the examination of the incubation times
the culture media were compared against each
other using significance tests. This showed that:
R2A gave higher counts than TSA (the R2A
mean count was 26 cfu / 100mL and the
TSA mean count was 5 cfu / 100mL);
however,
R2A and PCA were equivalent (the R2A
mean count was slightly higher at 26
cfu / 100mL, with the PCA mean count
at 26 cfu / 100mL).
Based on this data, for the purposes of sampling
and testing water within Europe, R2A was the
suitable medium for the examination of cold demineralised water and this met the European Pharmacopeia recommendation. However, it was noteworthy that the USP recommended culture medium, PCA, was shown to be equivalent. It was
also notable that the seven day incubation time
was appropriate for R2A. There was no significant difference for R2A incubated at seven and
fourteen days. The oft cited comment that R2A
requires a very long incubation time was not
shown in this case.
It is recognised that other time, temperature and
culture medium combinations could have been
considered and the selection of R2A at 20-25oC
was for the optimal conditions within the range of
parameters included in this particular study. Furthermore the study did not examine any difference
in the micro-organisms recovered between the
different test conditions. Nevertheless, the results
were interesting and go some way to support
Soli’s inference that there is ‘no one size fits all’
approach to the microbiological examination of
water. The optimal time, temperature and cultural
conditions relate to the particular type of water
system under examination.
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Pathogen Recovery Through Effective Sampling Technology
Bruce Bradley, Ph.D., Kevin Church, Jared
Maughan
Introduction.
Pathogen sampling is a crucial activity in any pathogen recovery operation and involves three steps: location/discovery, extraction, and elution. Each of
these steps presents challenges and represents limiting factors in accurately characterizing the presence
or absence of pathogens on a given surface of interest. These challenges are difficult to overcome with
the limited technology currently available for use.
Novel sampling technology is now being introduced
to the market which provides improvements at each
step of the sampling process. The Microbial-Vac
System (M-VacTM) employs wet vacuum technology
to collect thorough samples over larger surface areas
while eliminating the need to perform elution. This
novel technology leads to improved overall sampling
proficiency, which in turn increases detection capabilities.
The Challenges of Sampling.
For quality assurance personnel, sample collection is
a critical step in detecting and identifying potential
pathogens. Sample collection ultimately determines
if any pathogens will make it to the detection phase.
Current sampling technology is severely outdated
and provides limited superficial extraction from
many surfaces (1). These poor sampling methods
provide laboratory personnel with samples that are
not representative of the actual microbial burden on
surfaces of interest (2). From a scientific standpoint,
to maximize the effectiveness of rapid, supersensitive detection technologies, an equivalent or
higher level of technology should be applied during
the sampling process.
Because this has not happened on a wide scale, the
limitations of conventional sampling methods may
therefore produce many dangerous false negative
results. The solution requires new sampling technology capable of providing more representative samples collected over a larger surface area and requiring less direct sample processing.
Three Crucial Steps.
There are three main steps during the sampling process that determine the success of the sampling

method used: location/discovery, extraction from the surface, and elution from the sampling device. These steps ultimately determine if pathogens will exist in the final sample
in an available, non-injured or recoverable state at a level
that permits an effective and accurate detection phase to be
completed.
Step One: Pathogens must be located/discovered. Location/discovery involves determining the region in which the
pathogens might be found and then locating the pathogens
within that area with the sampling device. Conventional
sampling devices (swabs/sponges/contact plates) are only
recommended for sampling small surface areas. Swabs and
sponges typically are used to sample a 2x2 and 4x4 in area
respectively, as recommended by NASA and The American
Society for Microbiology’s Clinical Microbiology Procedures Handbook (4). Common contact plates are only 60
mm (~2.4”) in diameter, providing slightly more surface area
coverage per sample than swabs. Limitations in surface
area/sample lower the probability of locating and discovering the pathogens within a given area. To make up for the
small surface area, more samples are needed to accurately
(Continued on page 7)
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test a given location, subsequently increasing field and
laboratory equipment costs and time.
In situations where pathogens are located in isolated
“hot spots” randomly distributed over a large area, the
probability of locating the “hot spots” with swabs,
sponges, or contact plates is very low due to the small
surface area of individual samples. This produces a
situation where false negative results are likely to be
reported, which may in turn allow significant levels of
bioburden to be present on surfaces presumed to be
clean.
Sponge based samplers have been developed to attempt
sampling larger areas, but these are hindered by loss of
liquid during sampling over larger areas as well as further spreading of surface bioburden or pathogens. Attempting to accurately recover collected microbes from
these large sponges also presents significant challenges.
Step Two: Pathogens must be extracted from the
surface. Extraction is the step in which the pathogens
are physically removed from the surface being sampled. In some applications, bioburden is typically
higher and more uniformly distributed across a suspect
surface. Therefore, collecting samples from small (416 sq in.) areas per sample may be adequate. However
in today’s clean rooms, pathogens are most often present in very low numbers, and may hide in surface
cracks or similar minute, sub-surface locations (4).
Conventional methods may only remove a fraction of
the microbial burden from a surface, especially if the
surface is rough (See Figure 1) (9). Swabs have been
known to “have a low and variable performance at removing bacteria,” and will only extract microbes when
direct contact has been made between the sampling
device and the pathogens (3). Contact plates share this
same limitation with swabs. Extraction contact occurs
infrequently and can vary
depending upon the texture
of the surface. Microscopic
examination of what appears to be a smooth surface, such as stainless steel,
can reveal cracks and crevices where bacteria can hide
and escape extraction as the
Figure 1: Scanning electron miswab or sponge pass over
crograph of Listeria monocytothat site. In other words,
genes forming a biofilm on a
stainless steel chip. (8)
“collection efficiencies of

sponge methods may be questionable where microbes are
located slightly below the surface” (4). The inability of
these sampling devices to penetrate the tiny cracks on a
surface reduces the probability that a representative sample
will be produced.
Step Three: Pathogens must be eluted from the sampling device. Sampling not only requires initial transfer of
the bacteria to the sampling device, but a subsequent trans(Continued on page 8)
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fer, or elution, from the device to a diluent (7). During
this step, the bacteria are removed from the sampling
device and placed in solution for detection or into nutrient broth for pre-enrichment. The fibrous material of
swabs and sponges is designed to capture and retain the
bacteria. This feature may lead to a further significant
decrease in the number of bacteria that are removed
from the sampling device and put into solution for detection. Other variables that contribute to low efficiencies are variations in lab equipment used in the elution
step (8). Therefore many pathogens may remain in the
sampling device reducing the overall proficiency of the
sampling method that depends on elution from the sampling device.

•

surface during extraction (Ex).
Deliver more pathogens from the sampling device into solution for analysis and detection (El).

Wet vacuum sampling technology (M-Vac).
This study was conducted to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the Microbial-Vac (M-Vac) in comparison to
traditional sampling technologies. The M-Vac is a wet
vacuum sampling device that is capable of sampling
large surface areas with sterile equipment and solutions
(solutions and sampling head are individually packaged
and sterilized using proprietary processes to minimize
cell and DNA fragments). The system allows consistent
levels of pressurized Surface Rinse Solution (SRS),
standard or customized formulae, to be applied directly
onto a surface at low pressure (15 psi) during the samSampling proficiency or efficacy of a sample is depling process. Samples may be collected from horizonpendent on all three steps.
tal or vertical surfaces, typically from1-2 sq ft/sample in
The sampling proficiency can be described as the sam100-150 ml of SRS, but areas up to 4 sq ft can be colpling “probability of success” and is calculated by deter- lected at distances up to 60 linear feet from the portable
mining the combined probability of success of each of
Support Equipment Case. Air and liquid turbulence at
the three main sampling steps. Location/Discovery
the sampling head assist in detaching surface pathogens
(LD) x Extraction (Ex) x Elution (El) = Sampling Profi- which are simultaneously retrieved using vacuum presciency (SP) TM. The Sampling Proficiency is presented sure. Liquid suspended samples are retained in a graduas a value that reflects the probability of a true analysis ated 250 ml polypropylene lab bottle which allows
of the surface of interest. Higher Sampling Proficiency ready transport and timelier initial lab processing.
values represent a greater efficacy of the sampling
method.
M-Vac Location/Discovery: The M-Vac method inEach step during the sampling process has a substantial
impact on the final result. A low probability in any of
the three steps will significantly lower the probability
that a true representation of the surface has been provided from the sample. For example, a variety of experiments revealed that swabs ultimately have a 3%
chance of locating pathogens, are 45% efficient during
extraction of the pathogens from the surface, and have
an elution recovery rate of 72%. From these figures the
Sampling Proficiency can be determined: 0.03 (LD) x
0.45 (Ex) x 0.72 (El) = 0.01 (SP). The Sampling Proficiency of the swabs is therefore 0.01*. This means that
there is approximately a 1% chance of a true analysis of
the surface of interest.
In order to ensure a higher Sampling Proficiency value
and increase the total recovery of surface bacteria, the
sampling method must:
• Sample more surface area to increase the LD
probability.
• Collect a greater number of pathogens from the

creases probability of locating/discovering surface
contamination.
A typical 100 ml M-Vac sample can be provided from a
surface area of 1-2 sq. ft. This area is approximately ten
times larger than typically recommended surface areas
for sponge or swab sample collection. Covering a larger
surface area per sample should improve the probability
of locating contamination “hot spots” and lower the
probability of false negative results within that surface
area. Another benefit to sampling larger surface areas is
fewer individual samples are needed, therefore reducing
supplies and labor in the field and at the laboratory.
An experiment demonstrating this concept was performed using randomly assigned and inoculated 4 in2
(Continued on page 9)

*This value may vary depending on the size and texture of the surface. Known concentrations of bacteria
were used in this study.
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sites, or “hot spots” to measure the probability of three
sampling methods to effectively locate (collect) at least
one contaminated site over surface areas typically sampled by each respective method. A total of 30 4ft2
(rough masonite) boards were grouped into sets of 10
each and assigned to one of three treatment groups/
sampling methods (swab, sponge or M-Vac). Each
board was divided into 144 separate 2 x 2 in. (4in2)
sites. Four randomly selected (computer generated)
sites were inoculated on each board. Each board therefore had four random “hot spots” located in a unique
position for that particular board. These sites were unknown to both the sampling and analytical technicians
(double blind design). This inoculation pattern was repeated on a separate set of 10 boards for each of the
other two sampling methods. Four 2 x 2 in. swab samples were collected from each of the 10 boards assigned
that set, for a total of 40, 4 x 4 in. swab samples collected over ten boards. Three sponge samples were
taken from each board within the second set of 10
boards, for a total of 30 sponge samples. The third set
of 10 boards was sampled by collecting one pooled MVac sample per board comprised of 15 randomly assigned 4x4 in. sites per board for a total of ten samples.
This design allowed surface areas, typical for each sampling method to be covered by each method: As a result, the M-Vac sampled 42% of the total surface area of
each board in one sample. The sponge sampled 8% of
the surface area of a board with three samples. The
swab sampled 2.8% of the surface area with four samples. The ability of the M-Vac to sample large surface
areas with fewer samples may reduce the probability of
false negatives on a given large surface area.
False negatives were defined in this study as the frequency of a failure of a sampling method to collect a
sample resulting in a positive detection (culture) test
from a known contaminated area/board. A high number
of false negatives from the swab and sponge observations are apparent (Fig. 2). Although contact plates
were not included in this study, their ability to cover a
slightly larger surface area than swabs suggests they
would generate similar or slightly better results than the
swab if the same number of samples were taken.
Bioburden Extraction
The three methods were then evaluated for extraction
efficiency. Historically, it has been demonstrated that
microorganisms are more easily removed from surfaces
by wetting the surface (6). Utilizing this principle, the

% Probability of False Negative or True Positive
100%
90%
80%
70%
True Positive

60%

False Negative

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Swab

Sponge

M-Vac

(40 observations)

(30 observations)

(10 observations)

Figure 2: A comparison of false negative results from the test
sampling methodologies (see text for details).

M-Vac applies a directed sterile solution spray that improves detachment and suspension of surface microbes.
The liquid-suspended microbes are collected with the vacuum suction working in tandem with the solution spray.
Vigorous agitation created by the liquid and vacuum suction removes bacteria from microscopic cracks, as well as
collects microbes that are firmly attached to the surface
material. Relatively high vacuum pressure (15-25 in. Mercury) is utilized by the M-Vac in the recovery of surface
suspensions. This feature minimizes residual moisture remaining on the material surface after sampling although
operator technique is critical. Liquid application level is
under the control of the operator at all times during sampling and may be discontinued during final passes over the
sampling area to further reduce surface residual moisture.
Extraction efficiencies of the M-Vac, sponge, swab, and
contact plate methods were compared by experimentally
determining what percentage of a known amount of bacteria each sampling method could recover from the surface
of a given area of stainless steel. Bacillus subtilis spores
were applied to the surface so that the concentration was
103 spores per in sq. In order to count individual colonies,
a much lower concentration of spores was used on surfaces
sampled by the contact plates (102 per sample area). The
difference in spore concentration of the inoculum of the
contact plates may account for differences seen in the sample recovery, therefore future experiments will be performed with each sampling method with the same spore
concentration as the contact plates. The M-Vac, sponges,
(Continued on page 10)
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The superior extraction capability of the M-Vac
method over the other methods tested is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3. The wet vacuum system recovered significantly more spores per in2 than the other
sampling methods.
M-Vac Elution: Wet vacuum technology eliminates
the challenge of elution.
The elution efficiency of a sampling device can be described as the ability of the sampling device to release
bacteria that have been extracted from a surface into
solution for analysis. As mentioned above, this step is
not necessary for the M-Vac or contact plates. In order to remove bacteria from the swabs or sponges and
place them in solution, these sampling devices must be
processed. Swabs are often subjected to vortexing or
sonication, while sponges are normally stomached or
massaged in order to attempt to work the bacteria out
of the material.
The elution step is often overlooked when sampling
with conventional sampling devices and is assumed to
be very efficient, however research has shown this
process to be much less efficient than previously
thought.
Wet-vacuum retrieval of the surface suspension of
bacteria eliminates the need for elution by providing a
liquid sample for the lab with pathogens already in
suspension. This benefits laboratory personnel by decreasing employee exposure to potential pathogens,
decreasing lab processing time and supplies, promoting more efficient analysis leading to faster turn
around of results, and decreasing the probability of
false negative results.
To test the elution efficiency from swabs and sponges,

(n=11 for each method)

100%

2

90%
Percent Recovery per in

swabs, and contact plates sampled areas of 36, 16, 4,
and 4.3 in2 respectively. After sampling, swabs were
vortexed and sponges were stomached for 2 minutes,
both of which are common sample processing methods. Samples from both methods were plated on TSA
plates. The M-Vac samples required 15 seconds of
agitation performed by manually shaking the sample
collection bottles and were then plated on TSA plates.
Plates from all methods including contact plates were
incubated at 37oC for 24 hours. Results were quantitated by direct plate counts and expressed as percent
recovery per square inch (Fig. 3).

Comparison of B. subtilisRecovery from Stainless Steel

81.20%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

24.40%

27.20%

28.30%

20%
10%
0%
M-Vac

Swab

Sponge

Contact Plate

Sampling Method

Figure 3: Percent recovery of B. subtilis spores on stainless steel.
The M-Vac recovered nearly 3x more spores than any other sampling method.

an experiment was performed that directly inoculated
both sampling devices and then measured the amount of
(Continued on page 11)

Sartorius is an internationally leading laboratory and process
technology supplier covering the segments of biotechnology
and mechatronics. Sartorius has over 75 years experience in
the manufacturing of cellulose nitrate membranes which are
routinely used today for microbiological analysis.
The detection of microbial contamination in sample liquids
such as final product, incoming inspection or during inprocess testing plays a significant role in the quality assurance process. The requirements for a practical microbiological test method are that it permits quantitative and reproducible detection of trace contamination and that it can be performed efficiently and economically under routine conditions.
These requirements are fulfilled optimally by the membrane
filtration method. The membrane filter method is worldwide
accepted and the preferred method for analyzing aqueous
solutions for microbial contamination.
Sartorius offers an extensive line of high quality and reliable
membrane-based solutions for all your microbial analysis
needs, specifically for microbial enumeration, sterility
testing and air monitoring. To learn more about Sartorius
Microbiology Products, please visit us at:
www.Sartorius.com/microbio.
The PMF Newsletter thanks Sartorius for its sponsorship.
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Conclusion
LD x Ex x ElTM rates for the M-Vac were demonstrated at 0.65 where the swab, sponge, and the contact plates only achieved 0.01, 0.024, and 0.011 respectively. Wet vacuum sampling technology provides the highest recovery of any sampling method.
The M-Vac method replaces traditional, outdated
sampling methods and greatly reduces the probability of declaring a contaminated surface clean. The
M-Vac method can be used on a variety of different
surfaces in many different lab and field settings.
This can be attributed to its superior ability to sample a larger area (LD), extract more from any size
area (Ex) and by eliminating the elution (El) step
altogether. Better samples provide a better understanding of the true nature of the microbial populations on surfaces that can cause sickness and even
death. Understanding these populations will help in
the fight to keep pathogens under control and produce higher levels of product safety. The M-Vac
gives greater confidence in detection results and
conclusions.
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bacteria that was able to be recovered after processing. Cotton swabs were directly inoculated and
placed in solution: half were subjected to vortexing,
while half were sonicated for two minutes. The solution was then plated and the bacteria were quantitated by direct plate counts. Sponges were directly
inoculated, placed in solution, and stomached for 2
minutes. The solutions were plated and inoculated
overnight at 37° C. Bacteria were quantitated in the
same manner as the swabs. The elution efficiency
of the M- Vac method was determined by quantitating bacteria directly from rinses of the sampling
equipment following the sampling. Elution efficiency rates are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: A comparison of the average elution efficiencies of
the swab, sponge, M- Vac and contact plates.
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MIDI Labs, Inc. is an FDA-registered, cGMP-compliant service laboratory that provides rapid, accurate microbial identification services at competitive prices. We provide bacterial,
fungal, and yeast identifications, and can identify over 2,500
species.
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Our laboratory offers 16S and 28S rRNA gene sequencing using the MIDI Sherlock® DNA Identification System, and fatty
acid methyl ester (FAME) analysis using the MIDI Sherlock®
Microbial Identification System. As co-developer of the first
commercial DNA sequence-based microbial libraries and as
sister company to MIDI, Inc. (manufacturer of the Sherlock
system), MIDI Labs has more experience and expertise using
these technologies than any other service laboratory. We also
provide a combined polyphasic report (DNA and fatty acid results in a single report) for your most critical unknowns.

9. Wong, Amy C. Lee Biofilms Project. American
Society for Microbiology, from http://
www.rit.edu/~jadsbi/asmbiofilm/listeria.html
________________________________________

About the Author:
Dr. Bruce J. Bradley received his Ph. D. from Washington State University. Following post doctoral
studies in the pathology of human lung diseases at
the University of Vermont Medical Center, he
formed a partnership with a colleague in 1979 and

We offer volume discounts, rapid turnaround time and longterm confidential data management. Reports are summarized
and customized to meet your facility's needs.
New for 2008: Volume customers can receive an absolutely
free version of Sherlock DNA, to maintain, reprint, and analyze
their DNA data at their own site. MIDI Labs is the premier service lab for your microbial identification needs.
For more information, please contact us at 302-737-4297 or
info@midilabs.com.
The PMF Newsletter thanks MIDI Labs for its sponsorship.
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Letter to the Editor
March 24, 2008
To The Editor:
In the article “Are All Identical Culture Collection
Strains the Same?” from the Pharmaceutical Microbiology Forum Newsletter Volume 14, the suggestion is
made that 16S rDNA Bacterial Sequencing “might be a
suitable technique to determine the relatedness of different sources of the same strain”. The primary advantage of 16S sequencing is the lack of strain-to-strain
variation. Species level consistency makes 16S a fine
tool for species-level identification (as indicated in the
article’s reference to Woo, 2003). The lack of strain-to
-strain variation, however, would make 16S sequencing
ineffective for discerning relatedness of different
sources of the same strain.
For example, the ATCC Staphylococcus aureus strains
27760, 27761, 27694, 27697, 27709, 27712, and 43300
all have exactly the same 500bp 16S sequence. Any
transposition of these strains among culture collections
would not be discernible by 500bp 16S. It is unlikely
that the full length 16S sequence would contain enough
extra information to distinguish these strains.
The same article suggests that fatty acid analysis – represented by the MIDI Sherlock system in the Phenotypic Methods section of the article – probably does
“not provide the resolution necessary to engender confidence proclaiming identity”. Fatty acid analysis can
indeed be applied to strain level identification. The facility of this technique for strain-level use has been enhanced with the new Instant FAME extraction technique. The dendrogram below [editor’s note - this appears on the next page] shows the same seven strains
of Staphylococcus aureus, each well separated by Instant FAME analysis.
Regards,
Gary Jackoway
Vice President, Research and Development
MIDI Inc.

Reply:
While I acknowledge DM. Jackoway’s vastly superior experience and knowledge of the MIDI Sherlock system and the
FAME methodology in general, I do stand by my original article. The point I was attempting to make was that as a general
rule, genotypic methods are a surer bet for strain differentiation. Are there specific examples where a phenotypic method
outperforms a genotypic one? Absolutely. Gary Jackoway
eloquently presents such a case. This does not, however,
prove his assertion that there is insufficient strain-to-strain
variation in 16S rRNA sequence to allow for sub-strain identification of bacteria, especially when this technique is commonly used for this purpose. Again, I completely agree that a
rigorous treatment would require agreement among several
different methods before declaring two strains identical, however unlikely this is to occur in most QC labs.
Perhaps I was not sufficiently qualified in my opinions - no
rule is absolute (grant me the internally inconsistent statement) and this is especially true in microbiology. In fact, this
lack of a single appropriate method that will serve to uniquely
identify all microorganisms is a problem for the systemic microbiology field as well (Vandamme, P et al. 1996. Polyphasic Taxonomy, a Consensus Approach to Bacterial Systemat-
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ics. Microbiol Rev. 60(2):407-438; Maiden,
MCJ. 2006. Multilocus Sequence Typing of Bacteria. Ann Rev Microbiol. 60:561-88).
Microbial identification (especially those involved
in investigations) remain a source of confusion,
and I thank Gary for clarifying a point in this dis-

6

8

10

cussion.
Interestingly, although the topic of identification was
obviously controversial, no one seems curious about
the claims of identity among the various national culture collections, which was the point of the article.
Scott Sutton
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Upcoming PMF Events

PROFICIENCY TESTING FOR
MICROBIOLOGY TECHNICIANS

May 19-20 - Microbiology Investigations (Frank
Settineri, moderating)
June 9-10 - Validation Issues in Microbiology (Scott Sutton, moderating)
Philadelphia, PA
September 15-16 - Cosmetic Microbiology (Phil Geis,
moderating)
Newark, NJ
October 13-14 - 2008 PMF Fall Forum (Scott Sutton,
moderating)
Rochester, NY
October 27-28 - Bacterial Endotoxin Summit (Karen
McCullough, moderating)
San Francisco, CA

Any good risk assessment strategy should include
regular proficiency testing. Vectech’s Proficiency
Testing package consists of five individual testing
modules designed to evaluate your lab technicians in
the routine performance of standard microbiology
skills.
√

Plate Counting

√

Identification

√

Gram Staining

√

Most Probable
Number (MPN)

√

Basic Math
Skills

Offering Courses on Microbiology/Aseptic Processing:
•

USP - “Essentials for Microbiological Testing” in San
Francisco, May 7, 2008
http://www.usp.org/education/pe/courses.html?course_id=37

•

The Microbiology Network
http://www.microbiol.org/training.htm
Experienced in custom-designed courses for the lab or the
manufacturing facility, including:
− GMP
− Environmental Monitoring
− Contamination Control
− Microbiology for Manufacturing
− Microbiology for Management
− Auditing the Microbiology Function
− Investigating Microbiological Data Deviations
− Rapid Microbiological Methods
− Microbial Identification

Contact for more information at:
http://www.microbiol.org/contact_train.htm

USP Corner
Any questions concerning USP documents should be sent to
Radhakrishna (Radha) Tirumalai, Ph.D. You can reach Dr.
Tirumalai at: (706) 353-4514, via mail at United States Pharmacopeia, 126 Twinbrook Parkway, Rockville, MD 20852 or
via e-mail at RST@USP.org. You can write representing
your company, or as an individual scientist.

For additional information please contact one of our representatives at +1(800) 966-8832 or visit www.vectech.com

Discussion List Update
PMFList:
Number of Subscribers: 3006
Number of Countries: 88
Number of Messages Last Month: 343
PSDGList (Pharma Stability Discussion Group):
Number of Subscribers: 1088
Number of Countries: 34
Membership is FREE. To join the PMFList, visit
http://microbiol.org/pmflist.htm and register.
A sister Email is devoted to topics in the stability
testing of pharmaceuticals, medical devices and personal
products. To join the PSDGList, visit
http://microbiol.org/psdglist.htm and register.
You can ask, answer, or read questions and comments from your colleagues. Archives of the lists are available at:
• http://lists.microbiol.org/archives/PMFLIST.html
• http://lists.microbiol.org/archives/PSDGLIST.html

